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Signal Hill Fun Day - Msunduizi Housing Association

CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE Joel Mkunqwana
It has been quite a significant year for

the process for structured allocation of

commence shortly during March or April

NASHO and the sector with the momentum

state properties and subsidies, institutional

2012 and a further one within this year.

for creating a conducive environment in the

capacities of public authorities as well

different regions of our country gathering

as some member housing institutions.

steam. We reflected again on our readiness

Another significant challenge remains the

to continue to service the SHIP process as

need to create fair and even playing fields

well as Outcomes 8 which advocates for the

by the SHRA for both the private property

delivery of 80 000 units over 4 years, the

development and social housing sectors.

emergence of the SHRA and its significant

Hopefully our deliberations, lobbying and

regulatory role and funding authority in

planned intervention programmes for this

respect of capital and capacitation grants.

year will be instrumental in redressing some

These key processes have continued to

of these weaknesses.

shed a ray of hope and light to enhanced

Another highlight this past year has been
the continued use of various launches
by member institutions of their SHIP
projects which have seen concerted efforts
between the National Department of
Human Settlements (DHS), the SHRA and
Local Public Authorities to demonstrate
commitment to partnerships. This has in
turn served to create confidence in social
housing delivery. These launches served to

Of note has been the continued

create an appropriate and coherent platform

accreditation of our members who were

to share experiences and demonstrate intent

found by the SHRA to meet its requirements.

by all concerned to making social housing a

This past year we saw two phases of the

living reality. We also were invited to be part

However some challenges still prevail in

Restructuring Grant call for applications.

of two international trips by our Canadian

the regulatory process, financial modeling,

It is anticipated that the next cycle will

and Dutch partners in August and October

delivery of more social housing opportunities
and put the sector in a position of confidence
and strength.
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Steenberg Project - SOHCO Cape Town

2011 respectively together with DHS and the

to pursue research initiatives around the

goods and services. Hopefully the above

SHRA.

following key issues which have over the

programmes will enhance the ability for

years proven to be a significant challenge to

NASHO to make such gains.

NASHO has therefore used these
opportunities to look at the following critical

the sector:

In closing I would like to thank my NASHO

programmes and initiatives:

1. Long term financing of social housing;

1. To launch the Faces of Social Housing
Expo event;

2. SH contribution to socio-economic
integration in SA cities;

the National Executive Committee, various

2. Conditions for transfer of municipal
stock linked to CRU programme to member
institutions;

3. Viable and sustainable green technology
requirements;

authorities for their collective contribution to

3. Social housing skills audit;

4. Limiting taxation requirements to social
housing;

4. Bulk savings initiatives with local and
international partners;

5. Long term effects of political rent
boycotts, building hijackings,etc

5. Training programme on legal compliance
with the Social Housing Act;

We must once again continue with

6. Community development workshop

development needs of the sector as well

7. The Urban Regeneration workshop

as using the joint financial muscle of

In addition to the above we will continue

information sharing, advocacy, the capacity

our members to attain cost savings on

colleagues, starting with the members of
member institutions, the SHRA, and public
the continuous evolving and development
of the sector. There is a welcome maturity
within social housing that has begun to
emerge over the years which gives us
confidence going into the future. Hopefully
we will realize a much more strenghtened
delivery environment built on the previous
year’s achievements and milestones.
I thank you.
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Isabelle Ortega visits SOHCO Cape Town

GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT Malcolm McCarthy
This report covers a short period of the

decided to make this an annual event and

We spent some time discussing with Aedes,

past and looks forward to NASHOs plans

AFD have agreed to work with us again in

our much larger counterpart in Holland, the

for 2012. The short reflection to 2011 is

2012 when the theme is ‘The Greening of

use of the finances they have contributed

because we previously had a review of our

Social Housing’.

to our programme in 2012 and 2013 as

programme at our October 2011 AGM. This
report is necessitated by our decision align
our AGM more closely with the end of the
financial year.

Early in December 2011 Joel Mkunqwana
and I represented NASHO in Nederlands
on the study tour and in the discussions

well as expressing our appreciation of their
committed support to NASHO and the Social
Housing sector in South Africa.

on the Nederland-South Africa Social

Isabelle Ortega our intern from the Rooftops

So what happened during the rest of 2011?

Housing agreement. Here we were able to

programme was with NASHO from June

We ran the highly successful ‘Financing

consolidate our relationship with Aedes and

to December 2011. She made an excellent

Social Housing-Investing in Urban

better understand some of the best practice

contribution to the organisation and also

Regeneration’ Workshop in partnership with

and challenges to the Social Housing

made many friends during her stay which

the AFD. Not only was it extremely well

sector in Holland. We also participated in

resulted in a comprehensive communication

attended but the quality of inputs was high.

preparation of the allocation of resources

strategy for NASHO as well as a rebranding

The final report is now out and provides

within this agreement and while the final

of NASHO. We thank both Isabelle for

a good framework within which to pursue

allocations are not yet finalised, we will

her valuable contribution and Rooftops

further work on the 2 key themes. Also

receive significant support from this

for making it possible. We have already

the response was so positive that we have

programme for aspects of our activities in 2012.

strengthened our partnership with Rooftops
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Financing Social Housing - Investing in Urban Regeneration Workshop

who will also make important contributions to

together key municipalities and SHIs on

our programme for 2012.

questions of rates and utility charges and

So 2011 was a year of consolidating the
direction of NASHO’s programme and
establishing a support base and partnerships
for a strong programme in 2012. Here is a
taster of some of what is to come:
- Launch of our new branding
- Launch and use of the ‘Faces of Social
Housing Expo’ to widen the conversation
about the benefits of Social Housing across
the country
- Further development of a solid capacity
development programme for the sector that
has already made strong progress in 2011
- Further detailed work on long term
financing of Social Housing
- Co-operating with SALGA in bringing

on the possible involvement of SHIs in CRU
and Municipal stock
- Developing a framework for community
development and Social Housing
- Continued discussion with SHRA on
improving the accreditation, monitoring and
grant allocation processes

sector in the long term.
I want to thank the NEC for its support,
but also the broader member base and
the regional committees for the valuable
work they have done. The enthusiasm
and expansion has placed great additional
pressure on the very small staff team in
NASHO. Harmen and John have driven
the capacity development programme with

And there is more but not enough space.

commitment and flair as well as contributing

We are up to the challenge of all of this.

to the broader NASHO programme. Joan

At the same time we are mindful of the

Stow has held it all together with her

importance of extending our financial base

usual focus and determination despite the

particularly through South African sources.

massive increase in workload. They are a

We are also determined to strengthen our

fine team that achieves far more than would

internal partnerships with those agencies

be expected given the limited resources

who share the same commitment as us to

available to us.

a strong and sustainable Social Housing
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Best Practice Maintenance Workshop in Durban

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT REPORT Harmen Oostra
From September 2011 until the first quarter

room. The purpose of the workshop was to

highly interactive workshops dealt with

of 2012 the Capacity Development Unit

ensure that the rentals of the organisation

questions like: What is customer service?

carried on with a number of workshops both

are managed effectively and efficiently and

How do we balance what the client wants

customised and standard. In September and

that the tenants are satisfied with the rental

with what the organisation can afford?

October two workshops were run in Durban

administration service provided. Issues

How do you communicate better? What

and Cape Town on Maintenance. This

that were discussed were: every process

are the processes and procedures needed

hands-on workshop in which participants

and procedure, a happy customer pays on

for effective and efficient client oriented

visited a local building, completed a

time so how to keep the customer happy,

services? Besides a lot of learning that was

condition assessment and then turned the

legal issues around the lease, how best

going on in these workshops they were also

information into a plan, planning and budget

to communicate with the client and how to

a lot of fun.

for the maintenance of that building which

improve the rental administration of your

then is discussed and given feedback on.

SHI.

At the end of the workshop participants

In October we also ran two workshops
for the JHC housing supervisors on

Also in September and October a number

Client Relationship Management. These

of workshops were done for Communicare

workshops gave the housing supervisors

on Client Relationship Management. This

opportunities to discuss: How the JHC

was part of 4 workshops in total in which

can best serve the client? How can we

A Rental Administration workshop was held

all front office staff were trained in building

improve our communication skills to better

in September in NASHO’s own new training

strong relationships with their clients. These

understand the client? What do we need

were asked to do a similar assignment for
one of their own buildings and send it in for
feedback and comments.
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Customised, In-Housing Training at Communicare and JHC

from other departments to better perform our

2-year contract which was generously

middle managers and the Master Course for

duties and what do other departments need

sponsored by NASHO’s partner organisation

senior managers.

from us as HSV’s. Housing Supervisors are

Aedes in the Netherlands. One of the areas

usually very extravert and communicative

John will be focusing on is ensuring that the

with people as that is what they do on a

CDU gets accredited and that the training

daily basis: communicate with the client

it provides is meeting the standards of

and represent the organisation and solve

the South African Qualifications Authority

problems for the client in the best possible

(SAQA) so NASHO can issue certificates

way. As a result workshops with HSV’s are

of competence which give participants a

very dynamic with heated debates and a lot

number of credits. Because this is a lengthy

of feedback and learning.

process John and Harmen are looking

In October NASHO appointed John
Mofokeng as the co-ordinator for capacity

at partnerships between NASHO and
institutions that are already accredited.

development. John will work together

At the time of writing this report the capacity

with Harmen to expend the Capacity

development brochure for the year 2012

Development Unit and it is envisaged for

was released. In it a number of new training

John to take over from Harmen when he

courses and workshops are provided, such

retires at the end of 2013. John is on a

as a course on Operational Management for

7
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TECHNICAL SERVICES CENTRE REPORT Jacus Pienaar
During the last AGM it was resolved that

strategies in different and changing market

repairs, planned cyclical and preventative

NASHO would set up a Technical Services

conditions, including poor negotiating skills.

maintenance programmes, and periodic

Centre (TSC). Challenges that SHIs are

- Poor knowledge of economic design

capital refurbishments.

faced with substantiate the establishment of

principles including life cycle costing and the

the TSC are amongst others:

Last but by no means least, there is little

link between construction and maintenance,

- Inadequate knowledge and experience

cost of materials, building cost breakdowns

in briefing and managing their built

and factors that influence and determine

understanding of the effects of decisions
around initial design and types of services
installations on long-term operating costs

environment design professionals and/or

these.

turnkey developers when defining project

- A dearth of published and shared

concepts and parameters.

water and electricity consumption. More

information about both direct initial and

understanding is needed of how to effect

- Inadequate understanding of cyclical

long-term life cycle costs that could be used

movements and trends in building market
conditions in context of the overall economy,
leading to poor timing of developments
(admittedly often determined by the

for benchmarking and setting indicative
norms when briefing design professionals
or turnkey developers at project inception
stages and throughout the feasibility and

constraints of funding availability), and non-

design development stages.

optimisation of economies of scale.

The above applies equally to the cost of

- Inadequate insight into best contracting

maintenance, especially more extensive

other than maintenance for example

the “greening” of social housing projects to
reduce these costs, but also to benefit from
any additional incentives and subsidies that
may exist or come into being in the future
around carbon emission reductions and the
like.
Looking at the above challenges the partial
solution to the problem seems to have
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two main aspects to it, namely a better

NASHO, with probably a small differentiation

with SHIs and their professional teams

understanding of:

in fees charged between the two types. The

both at project inception stages to assist

- Cost and price analysis i.e. the factors

service could however, easily be extended

with project conceptualisation, viability and

that make up both initial capital and ongoing

to private sector for profit organisations

maintenance and operational costs, and

operating in the lower income rental

- Process efficiency through informed and

market, as well as municipalities who own

skilled cost management

rental stock and/or who are involved in

The TSC could provide advice and support

CRU developments, again with possible

in both these areas by:

differentiated fee structures.

- Direct support to individual clients through

Products and Services

fee-based contract services
- Development and publication of general
guidelines and shared information for use by
the rental housing sector as a whole
- Training: in house/on the job and standard
Clients for project support through direct
contract services would initially be SHIs,
both members and non-members of

The products and services the TSC could
provide are the following:
- Cost and design and construction

8

briefs, and during planning stages to help
overcome stumbling blocks to viability and
implementation
- Advice on green issues such as electricity
and water consumption
- Any of the above also in the operational
phase to improve maintenance planning, and
contain maintenance and water and energy
costs
The TSC will be launched on the 28 March
2012 and has started its preliminary work

economics analysis and advice, related

already by doing an analysis of the technical

to both physical brick and mortar and

needs of the sector, and some investigations

development process management

into alternative cost and speed effective

efficiencies

construction technologies.

- Value management workshops, working

9
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Drommedaris project - Communicare

During the period under review, NASHO
has begun with its expansion programme
of products for members providing tangible
value and support in the sector’s response
to the current development challenges,
and more specifically contributing towards
the deliverables of the National Minister of
Human Settlements’ Outcomes 8 delivery
targets.

Capacity Building programme
Towards bridging the knowledge gap,
NASHO has consciously embarked on
offering a structured capacity building
programme for the sector drawing on the
expertise of Harmen Oostra and employing
John Mofokeng as capacity development
co-ordinator.
In addition, the motivated decision has

exceeding budget for the period by more
than 100%.
Membership Fees
Again members have responded positively
to the fee structure based on a levy payable
per unit managed as at 1st January for the
ensuing year.
Additional Income / Grants

Audited Financial Statements 2011

been taken to invest in the expansion

Through the proactive management of its

The extracts from the AFS 2011 tabulated

and equipping of the NASHO office to be

partner relationships, NASHO successfully

below illustrate the position attained through

able to comfortably provide a dedicated

presented a comprehensive funding

the accumulation of reserves, primarily as a

training venue confirming that NASHO has

proposal for envisaged capacity building

result of membership fee contributions and

a fixed address from where it can serve its

initiatives over the next two years to Aedes

grant income.

members.

securing a total grant of R 811 640.

See extracts from the AFS 2011 – Statement

Already one is able to see the fruits of the

The first tangible outcome of this support

of financial position & comprehensive

programme with the realised revenue stream

is meeting the salary costs of the Capacity

income.

development co-ordinator and the first phase
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of the “Faces of Social Housing” marketing

a period when the sector has to position and

and outreach product.

prepare itself for rigorous monitoring and

Interest
Given NASHO’s positive cash position,
interest earned on the Investment Account
continues to contribute to the liquidity of the
organization with an amount of R 38774
earned during the 2011 financial year.
Conclusions
It is with confidence that NASHO has begun
to strengthen its voice in the sector as it is
engaged by role-players such as the SHRA
to gauge issues of collective sector-wide
interest.
The implementation of a capacity building
and training programme is contributing
towards the development of requisite skills in

compliance monitoring.
Based on its improved financial position,
NASHO is able to begin to engage these
challenges making use of the sector
skills base enhanced through securing
professional services where necessary.
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Extracts taken from the NASHO Annual Financial Statements 2011, a full copy is available on written request to our office.
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